This paper presents a hybrid numerical framework for modelling solid-liquid flow with particle adhesion based on a coupled single-relaxation-time lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) and a discrete element method (DEM) for adhesive particles. The LBM is implemented with an improved immersed moving boundary (IMB) method for solving complex fluid-particle interactions using a fast linear approximation of partially intersected volume between a particle and a lattice cell. It is shown that the linear approximation of the solid fraction is very efficient with good accuracy. In order to model particle adhesion, the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) adhesive contact mechanics is adopted with a novel implicit solution to obtain the particleparticle normal force in the DEM. The developed hybrid IMB-LBM-DEM numerical framework is verified with several benchmark tests. The results confirm that the hybrid numerical approach is capable of deriving more detailed flow field between dense particles with relatively low grid resolution, as well as effectively capturing the adhesive mechanics between microspheres.
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Introduction
The transport of solid particles with fluids ubiquitously exists in a variety of scientific issues and engineering applications. In these problems, the fluid-particle interactions are of great significance to well describe the mechanics of individual particles, which are crucial to understanding the behaviour of the system. Because of its complex nature, it is still challenging to accurately characterise the fluid-particle hydrodynamic interactions. Nevertheless, a few numerical techniques available analyse the complex fluid-particle multiphase flows. For example, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) coupled with the discrete element method (DEM) is the most widely used numerical approach [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [Hu92, Feng94a, Feng94b, Kuipers92, Tsuji93, Kafui02, Zhu07]. In this method, the fluid phase is solved using the finite volume method (FVM) or the finite element method (FEM) based on the discretization of the macroscopic Navier-Stokes equation, while the particle phase is solved with the Newton's second law. The coupling between CFD and DEM is realised using an interaction force term based on the local porosity of the particles in a computational fluid cell. However, the drawback of this approach lies in that the mesh grid size has to be larger than the particle size, which results in less details at the particle scale. Also, the finite element discretization becomes more intractable when simulating dense particle-fluid flows, due to the transient nature of contacts and the tortuosity of the void spaces.
In the recent two decades, lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has become a promising alternative approach for solving fluid flows [8] [9] [10] [Chen92, Chen98, Gladrow04]. In LBM, the fluid domain is discretized with a regular orthogonal grid, which is called lattice and is similar to the mesh grid in CFD. The fluid in each lattice is represented by packets of fictitious 2 'particles', of which the motions follow the lattice Boltzmann equation. During every computational time step, the fluid flow in each lattice is updated only with its local information, which makes it naturally suitable for parallel computing. For the fluid-particle interactions in LBM, several coupling techniques were proposed, including the modified bounce-back method (MBB) [11] [12] [Ladd94ab], the immersed boundary method (IBM) [13] [14] [15] [Peskin77, Peskin02, Feng03] , and the immersed moving boundary (IMB) method [16] [Noble98].
The MBB uses a discretized lattice representation of solid particles. Therefore, it can be readily used to describe any particle shape. The bounce back is assumed to occur at the boundary between solid lattice nodes and fluid lattice nodes [11] [Ladd94a]. The main drawback of the MBB is the stepwise lattice representation, which can result in the fluctuation of the hydrodynamic interactions [17] [Feng07]. Only by increasing the grid resolution (i.e. the particle-to-lattice size ratio) can one obtain a smoother and more accurate result, but this significantly increases the computational cost.
The IBM was proposed by Peskin [13] [14] [Peskin77, Peskin02] and was widely applied in the conventional CFD-DEM models [18] [Mittal05]. In this method, the fluid and the particles are represented with fixed Eulerian mesh grids and the moving Lagrangian nodes, respectively. The particles are assumed to be deformable with a large stiffness. The effect of the immersed particle boundary on the fluid are first modelled by restoring forces, which tend to keep the particle to its original shape, on the Lagrangian grid based on the no-slip boundary condition. Then the restoring forces are distributed to their surrounding Eulerian grids and considered in the governing equations as the external force terms. The drawback of the IBM lies in the extra cost of the data storage for the Lagrangian grid of the moving particles, which 3 becomes less efficient when the particle concentration is high. Moreover, the interaction between the two coordinate systems is not compatible to the parallel nature of LBM, which requires a more complicated algorithm.
Compared with the above method, the IMB method proposed by Noble and Torczynski [16] [Noble98] is easier to implement and provides smoother results, and has been widely applied in the numerical study of dense fluid-particle flows [17, [19] [20] [21] [22] [Feng07, Strack07, Feng10, Owen11, Han12]. The basic idea of the IMB method is the introduction of an additional collision operator to the conventional lattice Boltzmann equation, which is modified with a weighting function that depends on the solid fraction in the local lattice cell. Thus, the only challenge in this method is the accurate estimation of the solid fraction in each lattice cell.
However, there were some issues that were not properly addressed in the original IMB method.
For instance, when multiple particles intersect with the same lattice cell, the contributions to the total weighting function from every intersecting particle are not considered in a selfconsistent way, which can cause the divergency in the computation. Furthermore, the hydrodynamic interactions on each solid particle in the same cell should also be weighted based on its corresponding solid fraction contribution. Such discrepancies is generally negligible in the dilute particle-fluid flows, as interparticle contacts barely occur in this case. Nevertheless, for the dense multiphase flow where numerous close contacts are developed, it could lead to severe numerical problem, such as divergency and irrational particle collisions. Therefore, in this paper, we present an enhanced hybrid numerical framework for modelling particle-fluid flows with particle adhesion based on a coupled single-relaxation-time LBM and DEM. An improved IMB method is developed for solving the fluid-particle 4 interactions, where the solid fraction is estimated with a new linear approximation method with high efficiency and accuracy. In addiiton, the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) adhesive contact mechanics is adopted in the DEM to describe the interparticle normal force for adhesive particles. To the best of our knowledge, there were very limited LBM-DEM studies on twophase flows with adhesive particles, despite the ubiquity of their application in almost all areas of engineering, biology, agriculture and physical sciences [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [Li11, Marshall14, Liu15, Chen16a, Chen16b, Dominik97, Kinch07]. The challenge lies in coupling adhesion, elastic contact forces and frictional forces in the short-range particle-particle interaction zone as well as the coupling with the fluid forces (e.g. buoyancy, drag and lubrication) across both the longrange length scale and the time scale. In this work, an implicit solution is employed to obtain the particle-particle adhesive normal force. The hybrid IMB-LBM-DEM numerical framework is then validated with several benchmark tests. The paper is organised as follows. The numerical model is given in Section 2 in detail, where a brief review of the LBM, the improved IMB method, the fast linear approximation method to estimate the solid fraction, as well as the DEM for adhesive particles, are described. Section 3 presents the model validations and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Numerical model
Lattice Boltzmann method
LBM was originally developed from the lattice gas automata (LGA) method, which can be considered as a simplified fictitious molecular dynamics model to simulate fluid flows [9, 5 10] [Chen98, Wolf04]. In LBM, the fluid domain is discretized with a number of lattices. In each lattice, the packets of fluid are described by density distribution functions fi(x,t), which relate the probable amount of fictitious fluid 'particles' moving at a discrete speed in a discrete direction at each lattice node within each time increment. In every lattice, the density distribution functions follow the same discretized speed model, for which various algorithms, such as D2Q7, D2Q9 models for 2D and D3Q15, D3Q19, D3Q27 models for 3D, are proposed.
In our numerical framework, the widely used 3D discretization schemes D3Q19 model is adopted, in which the fluid particles at each lattice are allowed to move to its 26 immediate neighbours with 18 different velocities, ei (i=1~18), as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig.1 The D3Q19 lattice speed model.
The density distribution functions fi(x,t) are governed by the lattice Boltzmann equation
where the vector x denotes the position of the node for which the calculation is being carried out, Δt is the time step, and Ωi[fi(x,t)] is the collision operator that controls the relaxation rate of the density distribution functions fi(x,t) that meet at a node.
At each node, Eq. (1) is evolved by the collision and streaming processes at each time step.
Collision (also known as relaxation) redistributes the functions that arrive at each node and then streaming (also known as convection) propagates the redistributed functions to their nearest neighbour nodes. Over a number of time steps the ordering of the streaming and collision operations is irrelevant. For the collision process, a single-relaxation-time LBE linearized by the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook approximation is employed [8, 10, [30] [31] [Bhatnagar54, Chen92, Qian92, Wolf04], where the collision operator reads
Here, τ is the dimensionless relaxation parameter, FiΔt represents a body force acting on the fluid and fi eq (x,t) is the equilibrium distribution function defined as 
In Eq. while the fluid pressure field p is determined by p=cs 2 ρ. To recover the incompressible NavierStokes equations, the kinematic viscosity of the fluid ν is not directly used in the LBM model but implicitly determined by the discretization and numerical parameters as follows
The body force FiΔt in Eq. (2) is given in the following form, in order to correctly recover the Navier-Stokes equation with a body force term, according to reference [32] [Guo02],
where F is macroscopic body force. Correspondingly, the macroscopic fluid velocity in Eq. (4) should be modified as
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Boundary conditions
In LBM, the boundary conditions are implemented using the density distribution functions.
In the present work, the 'no-slip' wall boundary conditions, the periodic boundary conditions and the moving wall boundary conditions are considered. The 'no-slip' boundary condition at the interface between the fluid and the stationary solid wall can be imposed by the so-called bounce-back rule [11] [Ladd94a], which is simply reversing the incoming density distribution functions from the fluid node back to the directions from which they come at all wall boundary nodes. The bounce-back rules can be defined as
where -i denotes the opposite direction to i and fi + represents the post-collision density distribution function. Note that the second-order accuracy can be achieved when the collision and streaming processes are also carried out at the solid boundary nodes [33] [He97]. Periodic boundary conditions are implemented in LBM in such a way that the density distribution functions exiting the domain at one end are duplicated to a virtual node at the other end. Then a normal streaming process takes place between the virtual node and the corresponding nodes at the other end. It should be noted that, in our LBM, the solid particles immersed in the fluid are treated as moving wall boundaries. The interactions between the moving particles and the fluid are very crucial in the coupling of LBM and DEM. The moving wall boundary conditions 9 are hence discussed separately in the next section.
Immersed moving boundary method
For moving boundaries between the solid particles and the fluid, a physically correct 'noslip' boundary condition is required to impose at the interface, for which we must first identify the solid particle's boundary by representing the particle with the lattice nodes. Figure 2 illustrates the lattice discretization of a circular particle, where the nodes are further classified into three categories: (1) fluid boundary node -a fluid node connected at least with one solid node; (2) solid boundary node -a solid node connected at least with one fluid node; and (3) interior solid node -a solid node not connected to any fluid node. Obviously, the stepwise lattice representation of the surface of a circular particle is neither accurate nor smooth unless a sufficiently small lattice spacing is used. Based on the lattice representation, a modified bounce-back (MBB) method was developed by Ladd [11] [Ladd94a] to model the fluid-particle interaction with moving boundaries. This method assumes that the bounce-back occurs at the solid-fluid interface at halfway between the fluid boundary nodes and solid boundary nodes. Density functions at the corresponding fluid/solid boundary nodes are updated based on the consideration of the solid particle's velocity at the boundary link. The total hydrodynamic force exerted on the solid particle is calculated by summing up the net momentum exchange over all the boundary links. The details of the MBB method can be found in many previous literature, such as [11, 17, 19, 21] [Ladd94a, Feng07, Strack07, Owen11], which are not repeated here. However, two significant drawbacks of the MBB method are the disparity between the physical and simulated boundary shape, and the occurrence of fluctuations in the induced hydrodynamic force and torque [21] [Owen11].
As an improvement, an immersed moving boundary (IMB) technique for LBM-DEM coupling was proposed by Noble and Torczynski [16] [Noble98], which is also known as the partially solid scheme. Two objectives of the method were to overcome the momentum discontinuity of MBB-based techniques and to provide adequate representation of nonconforming boundaries at lower grid resolutions. It was also important to retain two critical advantages of the LBM, namely the locality of the collision operator and the simple linear 11 streaming operator, and thus facilitate solutions involving large numbers of irregular shaped moving boundaries. In this method the lattice Boltzmann equation is modified to include a term that is dependent on the solid coverage ratio of the cell (see Fig. 2 ), thus improving the boundary representation and smoothing the hydrodynamic forces calculated at a particle's boundary nodes as it moves relative to the grid.
In the IMB method, the modified lattice Boltzmann equation can be written to include the body force term as
where Ωi s is the additional collision term, and Bn is a weighting function based on the total solid 
where εs and Bs are the contributions from each solid particle. The additional collision term modifies the momenta of mapped particle nodes and accounts for fluid interaction with any solid particles present in the cell. The weighting function is suggested to have the following 
where us is the velocity of the solid particle. Note the straightforward implementation of the method: a single term (Ωi s ) is added to the LBE and two coefficients (1-Bn) in the equation are modified. Only quantities already available on the mesh or easily derived are used. No additional data storage or organization is needed, which is a crucial issue in most moving boundary formulations. Calculations of the standard LBE for lattice nodes that are partially or completely covered by solids are simply replaced by the modified Eq. (9). The total hydrodynamic force and torque acting on the solid particle is determined by summing the change of momenta due to the additional collision operator over all lattice directions at each node and then over all fluid boundary, solid boundary and internal solid nodes, which are expressed as
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Here, xn-Xp is the vector from the center of rotation to the coupled node and the minus sign represents the direction of the force and torque according to the Newton's third law.
However, the original method becomes inaccurate when more than one particle intersects with the same cell. As Bs is non-linearly dependent on εs (see Eq. (11)), the sum of Bs does not equal to that calculated using the sum of solid fraction εs, i.e. contribution to the force on each particle should also be weighted based on its solid fraction, which is actually not fully considered in the original IMB method. Therefore, an improved 14 IMB method is proposed in the current paper.
The modified IMB-LBE is rewritten as
where the term BnΩi s is replaced with the sum of the contribution from each particle that intersects with the cell. Bn keeps the same form as that in the original method, but Bs is modified
where εn is still the total solid fraction in the same cell. In this case, when there is only one particle that intersects with a cell, Eqs. (14) and (15) (12) but is updated with the velocity of corresponding solid particle. Similarly, the equations used to compute the force and torque are modified as 
where the total weighting function Bn is replaced by the weighting function Bs of the corresponding particle in the cell. These modifications enable the correct coverage physics in the cell with multiple particles to be properly described, although this circumstance does not 15 occur often when the particle-lattice size ratio is relatively large in the LBM-DEM simulation.
Nevertheless, it becomes important for the dense particle-liquid flows, where particles are in close contact with each other. 
An accurate estimation of solid fraction in the lattice cell
In the immersed moving boundary method described above, it is clear that accurate calculation of the solid fraction in each lattice cell is crucial. In this section, a fast linear approximation method is introduced, which was recently proposed by Jones and Williams [34] [Jones17], to estimate the solid fraction of a single particle that intersects with a lattice cell. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the linear approximation in a simplified 2D view for better 16 illustration. In this approach, the solid fraction is simply approximated by a linear function,
where D is the distance from the cell center to the particle surface. f(r) is a function of the normalized particle radius. Eq. (17) is derived from the analytical solution to the intersection volume calculation for a specific cell orientation with respect to the particle surface, based upon the following assumptions:
(i) The cell and particle centers lie along a single axis, i.e. they have a z-component of zero.
(ii) A pair of opposing faces in the cell is parallel to the plane tangential to the sphere surface.
(iii) The sphere surface intersects only the remaining cell faces, and not those parallel to the tangent plane.
As illustrated in Fig. 4 , by setting the particle center as the origin, the solid fraction equals to the intersection volume Vi, i.e. 
which is constant value for a fixed particle radius. Note that yc=r+D, then by substituting Va and Vb into Eq. (18), we have
This approach is also valid in 2D, where the integral to compute Va becomes 
This linear approximation is proved to be surprisingly accurate when applied in the general case and significantly saves the computational cost [34] [Jones17]. However, according to the assumptions, some special cases still need to be handled. For instance, if the cell only intersects with the particle at a corner, Eq. (17) Furthermore, it is obvious that the solid fractions of the cells completely inside and outside the particle are one and zero, respectively. Therefore, a further speed up of the algorithm can be 18 achieved by a simple search with the distance from the cell center to the particle center.
Specifically, in this current work, only the lattice cells with the center-to-center distance in the range [r-h, r+h] are computed with the linear approximation method, which are contained in a spherical shell with the thickness of 2h lattice units, with h being a tunable variable. Usually, h can be set to one as the particle diameter is at least 5 lattice units in the LBM-DEM. Table 1 summarises the algorithm of the calculation of the solid fraction. Step 1 Find all the lattices that fully contain the current solid particle.
DO m=1, Num_of_Lattice (loop over all the lattices found in Step 1) 19 Step 2 Calculate the distance between the lattice cell and center of particle.
Step 3 IF the distance ≥ particle radius + h Solid fraction = 1.0 ELSE IF the distance ≤ particle radius -h Solid fraction = 0.0
ELSE IF the distance is in between
Use Eqs. (17), (19) and (20) to calculate the solid fraction.
END IF
Step 4 Step 5 Calculate the total solid fraction in the current cell and modify the unreasonable values of total solid fraction.
IF total solid fraction ≥ 1.0, THEN total solid fraction = 1.0
Step 6 Record the particle ID that intersects with the cell.
END DO (move on to next lattice cell)
END DO (move on to next solid particle)
To assess the accuracy and efficiency of the linear approximation method, we calculate the solid fraction of a single sphere with increasing particle-to-lattice size resolutions and compare the results with other methods, including the Monte Carlo method and the polyhedron 20 approximation method [34] [Jones17]. The Monte Carlo method is a statistical sampling technique, which randomly places a number of sampling points with uniform distribution in the lattice cell. The distance between each sample point and the sphere center is calculated and compared with the sphere radius. If the distance is smaller than the radius, the corresponding sample point is counted as an inside point. Then the intersecting solid fraction is estimated as the ratio of the number of the inside points to the total number of sample points. Obviously, the more sample points are placed, the more accurate the estimation is, but the longer time the computation takes. The polyhedron approximation is a simplified analytical computational method, in which the intersecting solid fraction is approximated as a combination of polyhedra in 3D or a polygon in 2D. The key steps in this method is identifying the polyhedron that is defined by the intersecting points at the edges of the lattice cell. Generally, the larger the sphereto-lattice size ratio is, the more accurate the approximation is, because the volume of the unaccounted spherical cap in the approximation becomes smaller.
For the test setup, we place a sphere in the center of a cuboid box with the size of (d+2) 
The discrete element method for adhesive particles
In DEM, the particle's motion is described by the Newton's second law [23] [24] (22) where Up and Ωp are, respectively, transitional velocity and rotational velocity of an individual particle. m is the particle mass and I is the moment of inertia. G is the gravity. 
where Fn is the normal force including the elastic contact force and the damping force, Fs is the tangential force due to the sliding friction, Mr is the rolling resistance and Mt is the twisting resistance. rp is the particle radius. n, ts and tr are the normal, tangential and rolling direction unit vectors, respectively.
In a collision process between two adhesive microparticles, the particles undergo the jumpon and pull-off processes when they contact with and detach from each other, respectively, which greatly differ from the collision of granular particles [24] [Marshall14]. As shown in Fig.   6 , at the jump-on point (point A), the contact region area suddenly goes from zero to a finite value and the contact force suddenly goes from zero to a negative value, which leads to a firstcontact energy loss. The necking behavior of the material when the particles are pulled away 24 from each other allows the adhesive force to act even when the normal overlap becomes negative, resulting in another an energy loss. The particles will finally detach from each other when a critical pull-off force is reached (point C). The energy dissipation due to the jump-on and pull-off behaviour of the adhesive contact is estimated as [35] [Liu11] The other part of the energy loss arises from the solid-phase damping caused by the viscoelasticity of materials, which can be calculated as [23, 36] 
In Eqs. (24) and (25), Fad and Fnd represent the adhesive force and damping force in the normal 25 direction between two microparticles, respectively. δN is the normal overlap which equals δC at the critical pull-off point, and γ is the surface energy. R is the effective radius and E is defined as the effective elastic modulus between two contacting particles, ,,
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where rp, Ep and σ denote the particle radius, elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively, and the subscripts i and j correspond to the two particle indexes. Note that we do not consider the plastic deformation in the present work, because it only becomes non-negligible when the impact velocity of particles is much larger than their critical sticking/rebound velocity [23, 36] [Chen15, Li11]. Combing these two energy dissipation mechanisms, the instantaneous normal contact force Fn is given by 3 3 2
where the adhesively normal contact force is described by the JKR (Johnson-Kendall-Roberts) model [37] [Johnson71] and the damping force is assumed to be proportional to the rate of change of material deformation [23] [24] [Li11, Marshall14]. FC is the critical pull-off force derived from the JKR theory, FC=3πγR [37] [Johnson71], and a is the radius of the contact area with a0 being the equilibrium contact radius, which is given as
ηN is the normal dissipation coefficient, and vR is the relative velocity at the contact point on particle surfaces. To minimize the computational time, Fad/FC and a/a0 as functions of δN/δC are pre-computed at the beginning, and then we use a look-up table to determine Fad and a(t)
for the given value of δN at each time step.
Apart from the normal deformation, the interparticle sliding, twisting and rolling frictions are also considered and approximated with a linear spring-dashpot-slider model. They can be expressed as
where vR·ts, Ωt and vL stand for the relative sliding, twisting and rolling velocity, respectively.
kT and ηT are the tangential stiffness and dissipation coefficient, respectively. According to Eq. 
where μf is the friction coefficient and θcrit is the critical angle for the relative rolling of two particles. The model parameters used in Eqs. (27) and (29) can be found in previous literature [36, 38] [Chen15, Yang13].
Model validation
3D Duct flow
We firstly test our model with the single phase 3D duct flow. The flow channel is bounded by two pairs of parallel walls at the top, the bottom, the front and the back. 
where Umax is the maximum velocity along the centerline of the box. To check the robustness of the IMB method, we also perform the simulation with the same setup and parameters but use the modified bounce-back (MBB) scheme proposed by Ladd [11] [Ladd94a], where the particle boundary is described with stepwise lattice representation. Here we use three different diameters d=10, 16, 20 in the simulation with MBB, aiming at investigating the effect of sphere-to-lattice size resolution, while only one diameter d=10 is considered with the IMB method. 
which remains valid to within 5% of the experimental data for particle Reynolds number up to 800. We can see that the MBB results seem to deviate from the predication. The increase in the 31 size resolution does not improve the results. However, we can see that the IMB results agree well with the empirical equation, except for some small deviations for low Rep. As a consequence, we conclude that the IMB method is more accurate for the force calculation, which even performs better with a relatively low size resolution.
Flow through porous media
To change as the slice moves, which is physically incorrect. Moreover, the spherical feature of particles in the porous media seems to be improperly reflected, since the particles all look like cubes. Due to the stepwise lattice nature, the MBB results can be further improved with the increase of the size resolution. Nevertheless, it will result in a huge increase of the computational cost, because the total amount of calculation is proportional to the third power of the resolution. Therefore, it is demonstrated that the IMB method is a more efficient and economical method. 
Random packing of microspheres in quiescent fluid
The adhesive contact model is validated through the simulation of random packing of all the kinetic energy of the spheres is dissipated and a mechanically stable packing is formed.
A comparative simulation with the same configuration but without adhesion is also performed to further validate the adhesion model. Note that the non-adhesive Hertz contact model is used in the comparative simulation. Figure 12 shows the snapshots of the packing process at different time points for both adhesive and non-adhesive spheres. Generally, the packing formation process looks reasonable for both cases. The packing structure becomes stable after t=20,000. More importantly, we can see that the packing structure of the adhesive spheres is higher than that of the non-adhesive spheres, leading to a lower packing fraction, which agrees with the previous findings on random adhesive packings [25, [41] [42] [Liu15, Liu16, Liu17]. Then we quantify the representative properties, i.e. the global packing fraction and the mean coordination number to make a further comparison. The global packing fraction is defined as the ratio of the total volume of the spheres to the total volume that the packing occupies. The coordination number is defined as the number of the neighbours that are in contact with a reference sphere, which is calculated by judging whether the center-to-center distance of two spheres is smaller than the sum of their radii. The mean coordination number is then obtained through the average over all the spheres. 
Conclusions
In this paper, an efficient LBM-DEM numerical framework for modelling adhesive particle-liquid flow is developed. An improved IMB method, which properly considers the multi-intersection of more than one particle with the same lattice cell, is implemented for solving the fluid-particle interactions. A linear approximation method is applied in the estimation of the solid fraction in a local lattice cell, which is validated to be of high efficiency and accuracy compared with other approaches. In the DEM, the JKR adhesive contact model along with damping is adopted to account for the particle-particle normal force. Other dissipative interactions, including the sliding, twisting and rolling resistances, are all well considered with a spring-dashpot-slider model in the presence of adhesion. Validated with several benchmark cases, the hybrid IMB-LBM-DEM numerical approach is proved to be capable of providing more detailed and smooth results in the computation of fluid flow between dense particle arrays, as well as capturing the adhesion physics between microspheres.
However, considering both the small size scale and short collision time scale of micro-sized particles, this numerical framework might not be suitable for simulations across large length scale. Further improvements in computing efficiency can be realised with parallel algorithms on GPUs or clusters.
